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For virus particles produced by cell culture systems, free intact virus particles as well as virus particles 
associated with host cell membranes or other viral particles and damaged virus fragments will be present. To 
reduce the amount of host cell fragments and/or virus aggregates it is critically important to reduce the shear 
stress applied to the cell culture during the harvesting step as much as possible. This is mainly accomplished by 
utilizing a low-shear Virus Harvest Unit (VHU) with large pore size membranes (5-15mM) and by utilizing a 
low-shear pump.  As shown in Table I, the VHU, is able to clarify the broth containing the viral vectors from 
less than 500 Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTU) down to less than 16 NTU. In contrast the turbidity of a broth 
harvested by centrifugation from a batch is around 50-90 NTU and the turbidity of the harvest stream from an 
acoustic filter (Biosep) is 33 NTU. These results suggest it may be possible to eliminate the secondary 





Table 1. Comparison of nephelometric turbidity (NTU) between batch harvesting and continuous harvesting 
devices such as the Virus Harvest Unit (VHU) and the acoustic filter (Biosep). 
 
 










Batch 50-90 N/A Target: ~5 
 VHU <500 <16 N/A 
 Biosep         N/A 33 13 
